Enter the world of Guerlain
Beauty Spa, where cutting-edge innovation
unites with customisation,
luxury, emotion and sensuality.

Yield to the magic
of an ultimate sensoriality.
Your transformation
begins here...
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a unique know how

In 1939, Guerlain opened its first “Institut de Beauté” at 68 Avenue des
Champs Elysées and invented an exclusive facial massage technique.
Guerlain facial massage technique remains just as unique and exclusive
today. It has been enriched by numerous exclusive treatment protocols, all
created to offer the best in aesthetic expertise and maximum efficiency.

a customised experience

Every treatment is transformed into a unique and personal occasion,
a moment created especially for you – this is the essence of the Guerlain
experience, the perfect union of effective know-how and aesthetic
expertise.
Our Beauty Coaches begin each treatment with a systematic analysis
and precise skin diagnosis to reveal your specific beauty and well-being
profile.
They thus gain intrinsic understanding of your essential concerns to tailor
a treatment according to your needs, your expectations.
Guerlain performs each treatment with a unique virtuosity, setting a tone
of instant tranquillity with a relaxing footbath that gently envelops you
in a delicate Guerlain scent. This soothing prelude creates a cocoon
of total relaxation, marking the beginning of your journey of personal
transformation.
the science of nature’s wonders

Since its creation, Guerlain has drawn inspiration from nature and its many
wonders to formulate its excellent skincare: Orchidée Impériale, Abeille
Royale, Super Aqua, Blanc de Perle. These products are the perfect
combination of exceptional efficiency and unrivalled sensoriality.
The prodigious longevity of rare orchids, the healing power of bee
products, the whitening action of natural pearl: Guerlain Research uses
its unique expertise to study, select and combine the most highly effective
natural ingredients to create its products.
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Orchidée Impériale,
the quintessence of Guerlain TREATMENTS

Orchidée Impériale Prestige Treatment 1h30 - 2h30

The remarkable power of longevity of the orchid has inspired Guerlain
this exceptional facial treatment, the most complete of all. The alliance
of the aesthetic know-how of Guerlain with the efficiency of the products
of the Orchidée Impériale range will offer you a moment of absolute
well-being and visibly transform your skin by revealing its rediscovered
youth. The exclusive Orchidée Impériale anti-aging massage will act
on the muscles of the face, neck, décolleté and the upper part of the
back. Under the action of precise movements, the muscles are stimulated,
the facial contours redefined.
Nourished with different masks, the skin is immediately smoothed thanks to
the synergetic effect of the cream, the iconic product of the Orchidée
Impériale range, and the high-technology of the new Longevity Concentrate.
All the signs of aging are corrected more quickly and more intensely.
The skin recovers a perfect finish: supple and velvety, with a natural
glowing effect.

Orchidée Impériale Ultimate Face & Body 2h - 3h

In two or three sublime hours, Guerlain invites you to discover the expertise
of its Orchidée Impériale face and body treatments. This anti-aging treatment
is delivered with flawless efficiency maximizing sensorial pleasure to leave
you with a feeling of complete well-being. With deep gestures which stimulate
every muscle, the energising massage ensures cellular renewal process
and procures an amazing feeling of firmness. Your body regains tone
and definition. Your skin complexion will glow with a refined texture.
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Abeille Royale,
wrinkle correction, firming facial

Abeille Royale Expert Treatment 1H30

Initiate your face to the high performance of this expert «lifting» and firming
treatment that distils its infinite life source within the skin for a smoother
and firmer face.
The initial «microdermabrasion» is followed by a special 6-minute massage
with warm plant infusions to immediately purify the skin and stimulate
the firming action. After an in-depth diagnosis, each wrinkle is targeted
with the technical application of Abeille Royale Youth Serum. Born from
the exceptional repairing power of bee products, this unique serum with
Pure Royal Concentrate promotes the key mechanisms of the healing
process within the skin* to help repair wrinkles and tissue firmness.
To enhance product absorption and efficiency, the face is massaged
using the Guerlain method, then entirely steeped in a serum bath under
the new Abeille Royale Mask.
The result is immediate and visible: wrinkles are filled. The skin is tautened
and regains all of its firmness and radiance.

* Test in vitro
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facial treatments:
tailor-made gems
Guerlain facial treatments are a union of highly advanced
products, aesthetic expertise, and the most refined service
tailored to your unique specifications.
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Intensive Facial 2h

Two hours of sheer bliss for a pure and radiant beauty. A deep cleansing
combined with the exclusive 25-minute Guerlain facial massage and specialty
mask as well as an active skincare concentrate strengthen and reveal
greater texture and tone.
Complete facial 1h30

The exclusive 19-minute Guerlain facial massage with an active skincare
concentrate and mask round off this deep cleansing facial therapy.
The ultimate 90-minute revival for devitalised skin.
Radiance Facial 1h

Achieve a fresh, clear and radiant complexion in one hour with this deep
cleansing coupled with the exclusive 5-minute Guerlain facial massage
and mask.

The ultimate in luxury and efficiency, Guerlain crafts each facial,
adjusting the intensity of pressure according to the needs of your
skin. The efficiency of the renowned Guerlain Méthode is
in each of the series of "Touches", perfected for unrivalled results.
Luminous Touch

For sensitive, congested or lacklustre skin, the gentle pressure of the Luminous
Touch allows for improved oxygenation of the facial tissue. Illuminate your
complexion, and reveal healthy, radiant skin.
Exhilarating Touch

For skin that is stressed or fatigued, firm pressure will relax features and smooth
fine lines, reviving your skin’s natural health.
Firming Touch

For skin that has lost its firmness, deep pressure massage passively exercises
the muscles of the face to stimulate the tissue, restore strength, and enhance
the skin’s youthful glow.
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body sublimation

hand and foot therapies

SlimMING TREATMENT 1h - 1h30 - CURE 8 OR 4 SESSIONS

Complete Hand or Foot Therapy 1h

A melting pot of methods from the corners of the world, incorporating
wrapping, rolling, kneading an in-depth treatment which opens up and frees
the body in order to eliminate water and cellulite with amazing efficiency.
Toxins are drained and the circulation of the blood improved. Thanks
to Guerlain «Perfect Curves Shaping Serum» and «Ultimate Body
Remodelling Cream», the legs and hips feel lighter and the body is newly
slender. An incredible feeling of lightness.

Rediscover perfect hands or feet. A gentle exfoliation, cuticle repair,
hydrating treatment, massage, paraffin treatment and lacquer application
create a sublime experience for your nails and skin.

Intensive Body Therapy 2h

The very essence of body therapies, this complete programme combines
the strengths of an invigorating Vichy Shower body polish, replenishing
body wrap and customised skincare concentrate massage to sublimate
the skin from head to toe in a haven of luxury and voluptuous pleasure.

Intensive Hand or Foot Therapy 1h30

An hour and a half of complete restoration. Combining the Complete
Hand or Foot Therapy with Guerlain’s specialty concentrate massage
and mask, this powerful therapy intensively restores time-ravaged hands
or feet.
Intensive Hand and Foot Therapy 2h

This combination therapy addresses your total restoration requirements
in two intensely pleasurable hours.

Body Polish 1h

An invigorating water massage and rejuvenating body polish transport
you to a total state of relaxation. Coupled with a hydrating treatment,
this therapy leaves your skin healthy, refined and as soft as silk.

The body therapies proposed are for the purpose of stress reduction, well-being, and beauty.
We recommend that you consult a healthcare professional for any medical examination
or diagnosis.

Pure & Radiant Back Treatment 1h

Experience a sublime sense of well-being during this deep steam cleansing
of the back that purifies, hydrates and revitalises your skin.
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AROMA EXPERIENCE

Sensorial Journeys 1h00 - 1h30

Enjoy one of our marvellous sensorial journeys. Adapted to your wishes
and needs, our holistics treatments will make your senses travel.
Discover the revitalizing effect of sparkling citrus fruits and fresh grass
in this Stimulating Sensorial Journey. Firm, rapid and strong movements
stimulate the energy flow. You feel refreshed and a divine sensation
of lightness.
This Relaxing Sensorial Journey evokes the soothing effect of lazing
about on the beach, where scents of sun and the sand smells merge
together. Soft, slow and harmonious movements caress your face and
body for immediate relaxation. You feel a sense of escape and serenity.
Travel to the sensuality of Orient thanks to the Enveloping Sensorial
Journey. The smooth curls of smokey incense transport you. Enveloping,
slow and generous movements will sooth you. You feel peaceful
and relaxed.
The Exalting Sensorial Journey transports you to the underbrush where
nature reveals its mysteries and brings you back to authenticity. Firm,
rapid and brisk movements release all tensions. You feel bold and
self-confident.
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harmonizing massages

Imperial Relaxing Massage 1h or 1h30

This massage pays homage to the Eau de Cologne Impériale.
Transporting you to an anti-stress cocoon, this multisensorial experience
inspires complete calm, leaving you totally relaxed and invigorated.
The Imperial Relaxing Massage facilitates oxygenation, stimulates
circulation and provides a profound sense of serenity.
4-Hand Imperial Massage 1h or 1h30

Modelled upon the signature Imperial Relaxing Massage, this masterful
ballet of expert hands offers a unique and absolute sensorial experience.
At the very first gesture, you surrender to the tranquillity, abandoning
yourself to the voluptuous sensation of lightness and well-being.
ENERGIZING Massage 1 or 1h30

Reshape and tone the body through deep relaxation. A powerful and
sensorial ritual where the most solicited muscles are stimulated using
techniques borrowed from the world’s five most powerful ancestral
methods.
Tensions are unravelled and muscles are reinforced for the long term.
Pre/Post Natal Massage 1h or 1h30

Massage given after the first trimester of pregnancy or after birth
alleviates discomfort and pain, improves skin elasticity and stimulates
circulation.
The massages proposed are for the purpose of stress reduction, well-being and
beauty. We recommend that you consult a healthcare professional for any medical
examination.
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therapies for men
FACIAL THERAPIES

Face & Body Therapies

Skin-Saver Facial 1h30

Invigorated Break 1H

A facial energizing - fully addressing your expectations in efficiency,
skin sensation and total well-being. Following an invigorating exfoliation,
your skin is strengthened and revived with Guerlain’s exclusive facial
massage and specialty mask.
A unique eye treatment relieves congestion to reveal youth and clarity.

Eager to relieve stress and boost your energy? This Invigorating
Break for men-on-the-move includes an energising body massage,
a complete facial exfoliation and an eye contour treatment to reduce
visible fatigue, restoring and replenishing skin’s tone and elasticity.
Ultimate Experience 3h

Energizing Facial 1h

Give your skin a boost! Uncover a fresh complexion through deep
cleansing.
Exfoliation, massage and mask, coupled with a complimentary eye
treatment, create a more radiant, smooth and luminous skin.

For three blissful hours, Guerlain addresses all your needs, cocooning
you in tranquillity with a revitalising facial, body massage, manicure
or pedicure. Emerge replenished in a state of complete serenity –
a whole new you.

The massages proposed are for the purpose of stress reduction, well-being and
beauty. We recommend that you consult a healthcare professional for any medical
examination.
All Guerlain therapies are available for men.
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make-up artistry
Delicately enhancing in fragrance and in texture, it effortlessly embellishes
the skin, evoking the warmth and elegance of an exquisite world, a world
in which every woman glows.
Whether seeking a natural or more sophisticated effect, the artistry
of the Guerlain make-up range helps you achieve the look you desire.

Make-up Application 1h

Let expert hands achieve the look you want – for any occasion.
Make-up Lesson 1h30

Discover the ideal make-up application to enhance your natural
and individual beauty.
Bridal Make-up 1h + 1h

Applying the colours and effect chosen during the pre-consultation
appointment, our Beauty Therapists help you achieve the perfect look
for your perfect day.
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An ultimate
well-being moment
Escape into a delicious moment just for you. Select from a wide
array of full or partial-day Spa experiences that respond to your
request for luxury, efficacy and well-being.

Guerlain spa gift certificate
Give the treasured gift of Guerlain – an experience as luxurious
as it is unforgettable. Select from our wide array of Spa
treatments and Guerlain products.

CocOonING ImpErial 6h

Footbath, Body Polish, 60-minute Imperial Relaxing Massage, Intensive
Hand and Foot Therapy and Intensive Facial.
BRIDAL GLOW 6h

Footbath, Intensive Hand and Foot Therapy, Intensive Facial, and Bridal
Make-up Trial.
BLISSSFUL RADIANCE 5h30

Footbath, Body Polish, Intensive Hand Therapy, Complete Facial, plus
your selection of one of the following: Make-up Application or 60-minute
Massage.
Pre/Post Natal Pampering 3h30

Footbath, Complete Facial, Complete Foot Therapy, Pre/post Natal
Massage.
Travel Prescription 3h

Footbath, 90-minute Imperial Relaxing Massage and Intensive Foot
Therapy.
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paris

versailles

world spas

Experience a unique and magical moment in all our luxury
Spas. Designed for the most discerning and demanding
clients, they offer ultimate Guerlain treatments.
europe

Maison Guerlain, 68 avenue des Champs Elysées, Paris, France
Mandarin Oriental Spa, Mandarin Oriental, Paris, France
Saint James Spa, Saint James, Paris, France
Guerlain Spa, Trianon Palace Waldorf Astoria, Versailles, France
Spa Imperial, Hôtel du Palais, Biarritz, France
Cheval Blanc Spa, Hôtel Cheval Blanc, Courchevel, France
L’Institut, Dlouhá 704, Prague, Czech Republic
Guerlain Spa, The Ritz-Carlton, Vienna, Austria
Guerlain Spa, Waldorf Astoria Berlin, Germany
Guerlain Spa, The Caledonian Waldorf Astoria Edinburgh, United Kingdom
Guerlain Spa, Waldorf Astoria Amsterdam, The Netherlands

courchevel

seoul

asia

Socie, 15 E.S.G.P. (Esthetique Salon Guerlain Paris), Japan
Guerlain Spa, The Shilla, Seoul, South Korea
Guerlain Institute, 7/F, 1 Duddell Street, Central, Hong Kong
Flare spa, Four Seasons Hotel Pudong, Shanghai, China
usa

Guerlain Spa, Waldorf Astoria New-York, New York
The Spa at the Breakers, The Breakers, Palm Beach, Florida
middle-east

Guerlain Alfardan Spa, Alfardan Towers, Doha, Qatar
SPA RESORT

Cheval Blanc Spa, Hotel Cheval Blanc, Randheli, Maldives
Next 2014 Spa opening…

Cheval Blanc Spa, Hôtel Cheval Blanc, Saint Barthelemy

new-york

Spas addresses are available on www.guerlain.com
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a world all your own

Transform Guerlain Spa into a private universe for an afternoon
of distinctive enjoyment with a group of friends or for any other special
purpose.
It is our aim to meet your every need and expectation. Do not hesitate
to contact us to customise your occasion.
treatment duration

To facilitate your time management, the therapy durations indicated
correspond to the length of your treatment at the Spa. We respectfully
request that you arrive at least 10 minutes prior to your appointment
so that we may acquaint you with our facilities.
experience peace of mind

Safes are provided in every treatment room to ensure your complete
enjoyment and relaxation with the knowledge that your valuables
are protected.
a moment of tranquillity

Our Spa is a haven of serenity. Please be sure to turn off your cell phone
so that your relaxation and that of other guests are not disturbed.
reservation and cancellation policy

In order to secure you the most suitable schedule, we recommend that you
carefully anticipate your reservation.
Should you need to cancel or reschedule your appointment, as a courtesy
we ask that you provide 24 hours’ notice to avoid incurring the full therapy
fee or voiding Gift Certificates. Cancellations in less than 24 hours will
require a charge of 100% of the treatment price.
late arrivals

Late arrivals may result in lost treatment time unless our schedule enables
us to offer you the full service.
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